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Infront IT-Partner and consulting firm Real Time Services are establishing a new IT Group 

When the investment company ShortCap became a new partner in Infront IT-Partner a year ago it meant that 
new opportunities opened up for Infront to continue on its growth journey and to evolve into an even better 
overall supplier for both existing and new customers.  In July 2019 ShortCap also acquired the consulting firm 
Real Time Services AB (RTS) and established a new group in which Infront and RTS are included as two 
independent companies. The new IT group means that two already strong companies will become even 
stronger together.  

“The best of two worlds, you could say. The new group has what it takes to continue its rapid expansion and now 
with broad IT expertise that can meet market demands for development. The entrepreneurial spirit of the 
founders and the employees of both RTS and Infront will lead the company to a strong position in the new IT 
landscape”, says Eric Severin, CEO of Shortcap AB.  

RTS is a consulting firm that focuses on data centres and virtualisation and currently has 32 highly specialised 
IT consultants that carry out assignments in management consulting, infrastructure solutions as well as cloud 
and managed services.  

“To get to establish a new group together with Infront IT-Partner is really a unique event in the Swedish market. 
It is not consolidation we are talking about here but together we are creating an overall supplier of expertise and 
delivery capacity of the absolute highest standard. With ShortCap as a strong financial owner we can move up a 
gear and focus on our core offer but also on developing new services”, says John Sega, CEO of RTS.  

For Infront, whose particular strength has historically been infrastructure, this means an opportunity to take 
on larger and more complex assignments and to be able to present existing as well as new customers with an 
even better offer. The combination of RTS and Infront creates a complete and powerful group with great 
development potential in the changing world of IT.  

“We have a great demand from our customers to assume an even greater position and responsibility in our 
solutions. With RTS we will have leading-edge expertise that will cover this very well”, says Patrik Holmström, 
CEO of Infront.  

Fact Box  

Turnover SEK 720 million (rolling 12 
months) 

EBITDA SEK 32 million 
Number of employees 90 
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https://infrontitpartner.se/ 
https://rtsab.com/ 


